
 
June 4, 2019 

 

Washington State Forest Practice Board          Re:  Water Typing System potential rule changes 

P.O. Box 47012    

Olympia, WA  98504-7012            

 

Chairman Bernath and Members of the Board: 

 

For the record, I’m Ken Miller, Co-Representative for SFLOs at TFW Policy.  As stated at 

previous Board meetings this topic is far too complex for most SFLOs to understand – but not 

too complex for it to feel like a “taking” - without a reason that we can see. 

 

The Adaptive Management Program got all tangled in process knots and it appears you may be 

heading down that same pathway without a solid foundation of a common problem statement, 

nor a common vision for balance between the four legs of Forest and Fish. 

 

We have “interim” stream typing rules so we’ve collectively spent thousands of hours and likely 

millions of $ for well over a decade trying to get to “permanent” rules – maybe we are trying to 

fix something that is only broken because of the word “interim”?  As you go further down the 

pathway envisioned today many or most of you will likely increasingly see the futility of solving 

an unclearly defined problem. The “Take no action” option will likely start looking even better 

than today.  

 

What is broke in our current stream typing system is the SFLOs reliance on an ultra-

conservative Physical Default system because the State has yet to provide the technical 

assistance required by Forests and Fish!  Our inability to afford/obtain the far more accurate 

Protocol Surveys means we are leaving far more trees than could possibly help fish or fish 

habitat.  We need the assistance required, or a map based system that now appears to be more 

accurately achievable with current Lidar technology. 

 

Until there is clearer consensus around a problem, and around win-win solutions that look at 

perhaps moving tree’s around rather than simply more “take’ I believe a real solution will 

remain out of your reach.  Going forward on such tenuous footing feels like a “lose-lose” food 

fight that hurts everyone; and very likely, another finding of Disproportionate Impact on SFLOs 

requiring further mitigation.  There has to be a better way to respect the actual needs of fish and 

those of us providing this habitat.    

 

Respectfully,  

 

Ken Miller 


